EXTEND YOUR REACH

- Single- and Double-Reach Models
- 2500 – 4500 lb. Capacity
- 14-Inch to 21-Inch Customizable Battery Box
- Newly Designed Mast and Pantograph
- Increased Run Time
- Spacious, Ergonomic Compartment
THE NEXT BIG THING IN NARROW AISLE PERFORMANCE

THE TOYOTA REACH TRUCK. It’s big on productivity and performance in work environments where space is at a premium — warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing plants. More than 500 engineering advances deliver the world-class Toyota reliability and durability you depend on. Longer maintenance intervals keep the Reach Truck on the floor longer to give your business more uptime.

MORE THAN 500 ENGINEERING ADVANCES
REACH TRUCK ADVANTAGES

- **INCREASED RUN TIME BETWEEN CHARGES**
gives you the performance advantage to rack more goods, more productively and efficiently

- **REDESIGNED MAST AND PANTOGRAPH**
for superior durability and productivity

- **SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-REACH MODELS**
for accessing racking systems up to 30-feet tall with product stored two deep*

- **EXCELLENT NARROW-AISLE MANEUVERABILITY**
for warehouse, distribution center and manufacturing use

- **SPACIOUS OPERATOR COMPARTMENT**
with low 9-inch step height, no trip points, stable floor position and very low brake pedal for increased operator comfort and productivity

- **OPTIONAL COMPARTMENT SENSOR**
helps reduce the risk of injury by alerting operator if foot or ankle protrudes outside compartment

- **AVAILABLE COLD CONDITIONING**
down to -20°F for use in freezer/cold storage applications

- **14-INCH TO 21-INCH CUSTOMIZABLE BATTERY BOX**
choose the one that best fits your application and fleet

- **TUNED FOR EFFICIENCY**
with an AC motor and motor controllers you can adjust to prioritize pure productivity or run time

- **MAST CUSHIONING**
reduces jarring and contributes to load stability

- **MORE PRODUCTIVE BY DESIGN**
including the ability to reach/retract and lift/lower at the same time

- **REDUCED DOWNTIME BY DESIGN**
easily replaceable load wheel plates, no tools necessary for protective cover removal, spin-on hydraulic filter and easy-to-drain hydraulic tank

- **EXCLUSIVE SINGLE-AXIS CONTROL HANDLE**
reduces chance of truck movement during hydraulic operation, reducing likelihood of rack and product damage

- **FULLY PROGRAMMABLE PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENT**
via electronic display for seamless operator changes

- **FIND MORE DETAILS AT** ToyotaForklift.com

*Available as TSDR.
YOU, GETTING MORE DONE

Intuitive controls work like you think they should and let you control lift and auxiliary functions with ease. Lift or lower while controlling reach or tilt, too, saving valuable seconds in each cycle. Get increased traction to move quickly between delivery points with large tires that also decrease friction, keeping tire replacement to a minimum. Accomplish more, more efficiently.

AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS YOU BACK

Some competitors are content to design a forklift and build it out with systems bought off the shelf. Toyota demands better for its customers. The Reach Truck, like all Toyota forklifts, is engineered from the ground up as a complete product. One with better components and well-thought-out integrated systems that work together to deliver intuitive, dependable performance day after day. Toyota forklifts don’t require a lot of service. But when they do need service, it’s fast and easy — by design. And legendary Toyota quality means more productivity over the lifecycle of your forklift, along with lower repair costs. Higher residual value is another bonus.

LOWER 9 IN. STEP HEIGHT

-20°F COLD CONDITIONING AVAILABLE
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES: OPTIMIZED
Available options equip your Reach Truck for easier, more trouble-free operation.

► AccuLaser™ Fork Guide provides easier alignment of fork and pallet, even with mast fully extended
► Battery Interlock™ prevents truck from functioning if battery compartment is open
► Height and Tilt Indicator aids quick lifting to known rack heights and assures that forks are level even at tall heights
► Reach Interlock Switch prevents truck from operating unless carriage is properly nested
► Mast Lift Limit Switch limits mast height to avoid low ceilings or obstacles

AC: POWER TO DO MORE
AC power pays off with real savings over the life of your forklift. Maintenance costs are minimal. And there’s less downtime, resulting in more productivity.

AC Advantages:
► Longer run time between charges
► Lower maintenance costs
► Faster acceleration and better responsiveness
► Controls that are more finely tuned
► Smoother driving experience for the operator

INDUSTRIES
- Cold Storage
- General Manufacturing
- Distribution
- General Warehousing
- Food Processing
- Retail
- Food Storage
COUNT ON THE LEADER

Toyota leads in quality, durability, reliability and value, thanks to advanced technology and the world-renowned Toyota Production System.

With the broadest and most complete set of material-handling solutions in the industry, Toyota Dealers specialize in meeting all of your needs — from a single forklift to an entire fleet.

Toyota's industry-leading network of dealers backs every forklift with proven product support. Resources include factory-trained service technicians, Toyota Genuine Parts, and flexible leasing and financing packages through Toyota Commercial Finance.

Toyota forklifts have ranked No. 1 in safety and quality since 2002, according to studies conducted by Peerless Research Group.

For more information, including full specs, see your Toyota Dealer or ToyotaForklift.com.

FIND YOUR DEALER ToyotaForklift.com

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
REACH NEW HEIGHTS